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Summary
Power of any kind of a car engine is considered to be one of the basic factors in order to choose or assess
vehicles equipment or its appropriateness. It influences several operation properties including car
maximum velocity, car acceleration, etc. A car producer shall issue the data about an engine power
of a car in a form of its technical attributes, nevertheless an engine power specification is also stated
in a car registration certificate. Engine power may be defined as the maximum engine output at given
revolutions of an engine, i.e. maximum engine power. In most of cases of cars operation, various
situations may occur in order to specify the maximum engine power value. This study addresses the
issue of determining individual factors affecting the engine power while a passenger car in operation,
i.e. testing the engine power on the single roller bench and related particular analysis.
Keywords: Engine power, passenger car, operation, single roller bench, research, road transport

1. Introduction
Engine power, more specifically its properties depending on engine revolutions, is considered to be one of the basic factors of passenger cars. In order to test an engine power,
various methods, uneven to each other, are known.
General methods to specify an engine power are, as follows [1-8]:
•	engine brake testing,
•	single roller bench testing,
•	dynamic testing while a car acceleration.
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Single roller bench testing [9] may be performed especially for the purpose of operability
of testing itself, given the fact that an engine is not removed from a car while testing.
Nevertheless, the problem consists in a fact that actually a power at the driving wheels
periphery is measured, whereas an actual engine power on the crankshaft is supposed to
be measured. The actual engine power value is specified subsequently applying particular
correction process.
Power at the driving wheels periphery is specific factor to assess the state and features of
entire car driving mechanism objectively without any removal process and with minimum
time consumption. Power at the driving wheels periphery value enables to identify a car
engine state. If deterioration regarding the engine power is observed, the engine failure
will be diagnosed utilizing specific diagnostic device. Once the engine failure is removed,
activities on the roller bench may continue.
Nevertheless [10], if the engine power testing is required to be performed, the exact value
of loss power for each car type or total value of the power at the driving wheels periphery
is to be specified. This power has always less value comparing to the value of effective
engine power obtained by an engine running.
Distinction between the effective engine power and power at the driving wheels periphery
is referred to as the power loss. It is generated by an internal resistance of the engine gearbox, shaft bearing friction as well as wheels rolling resistance. Unlike internal resistance
of the engine gearbox and shaft bearing friction, having approximately the same values,
wheels rolling resistance value increases with a car velocity as well as it is dependent on
tires design, their inflation pressure, load factor on driving axles and current traffic and
road circumstances (cylinders surface material of a single roller bench, their wheelbase)
[11, 12].

2. Equipment, data and methods
Single roller bench is a high quality and very precise diagnostic equipment aimed to test
a car engine power with inter-axle control regulation. One cylinder on a wheel enables to
execute a long-lasting test without any risk of wheel damage. While testing, a car is in
considerably higher position compared to the laboratory surface, and due to this aspect
car may be cool down by flowing air more effectively [9, 13].
Based on required outputs, following kinds of tests may be performed on this device:
•	engine power testing,
•	load factor simulation,
•	engine flexuosity testing,
•	tachometer monitoring.
Specific technical parameters of the single roller bench are summarized in Table 1,
as follows.
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Table 1. Specific parameters of the single roller bench. Source: [9]
Cylinders wheelbase

610 mm diameter balanced roll, 737 inner track,
2,184.4 outer track width

Max horsepower

2,000 hp

Max absorption

900 hp

Inertia

705 kg

Max speed

322 km.h-1

Permissible axle load

2,500 kg

Top speed

320 km.h-1

Air requirements

80 PSI, dry, regulated, oil free;

Power requirements

230 VAC, single phase, 60 Hz, 40 Amps

Example of the single roller bench to test and measure the engine power is depicted in following Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Depiction of the single roller bench. Source: [9]

While testing a car engine power, maximum power value at car wheels (Volkswagen Golf 1.4
TSI 122Hp Style 2011 – 2012 with a spark-ignition engine was tested; see Table 2) as well as
power loss value are obtained [14]. Diagram, showing actual testing values, is usually depicted on a computer display. First of all, it is important to define a scale of y-axis showing
the tested car power (power at wheels). Scale is specified based on a car maximum power
value recorder in the producer registration form, or in a user guide to depict the power
curve on a computer display while testing.
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Table 2. List of basic parameters of the tested car. Source: [14]
Car brand

Volkswagen Golf

Engine code

CAXA

Engine volume

1,390 cm3

Length

4,199 cm

Fuel type

Petrol

Width

1,779 cm

Number of cylinders

4

Height

1,479 cm

Maximum performance

90 kW at 5,000 rpm

Curb weight

1,190 kg

Maximum torque

200 Nm at 4,000 rpm

Gross weight

1,820 kg

Maximum design speed

195 km.h

Number of valves

16

-1

3. Outcomes
Testing process is resulted from the continuous car acceleration until penultimate gear
shift on which the testing is running. It must be achieved up to a car velocity of 50 km.h-1,
considering the fact that this value initiates an engine power testing. From this stage,
it is important to completely press an accelerator pedal and monitor a computer display.
Once the maximum engine power is reached, clutch will be turned off and accelerator pedal will be depressed. Subsequently, slowdown process is started which records
a power loss (gearbox, wheels). After completion of the power testing, a chart of power
curves depending on the defined technical standard will be shown on a computer display [15-17].
If engine power testing is performed at several gear shifts [18], several data types may
be obtained. It may be handy to analyze factor influencing the engine power more comprehensively within entire engine revolutions range [19].
Fig. 2, as follows, shows the engine power curves recorded on the single roller bench according to common instructions (by producer). Maximum power testing at 1st gear shift
appears to be uncertain. While a testing process at 1st gear shift, a higher power is already
reached, nevertheless these values are not maximum values yet. Given this fact, following
analysis takes into consideration values only at 2nd – 5th gear shifts. Due to the fact that
the single roller bench is set up in order that each testing phase is always commenced at
a car velocity of 50 km.h-1, at a higher gear shift, testing is commenced at lower engine
revolutions. To provide the same engine revolutions range for all gear shifts, it is important
to vary the single roller bench set up for each gear shift separately. This also influences the
scope of subsequent research data [20, 21].
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Fig. 2. Engine power curves at each gear shift. Source: authors

While testing, it is obvious that maximum power values declared by the car producer are
supposed to be reached at each gear shift (except for 1st gear shift) [22, 23].
All related engine power values measured when reaching the maximum engine power
of the tested car are summarized in following Table 3.
Table 3. Related engine power values. Source: authors
Gear shift
I

PNORM
[kW]

PM
[kW]

PWHEELS
[kW]

PLOSS
[kW]

at nM
[rpm]

TM
[Nm]

at nM
[rpm]

73.8

72.6

61.0

7.4

4,850

112.7

3,850

II

82.8

81.9

71.6

11.6

4,990

195.3

3,270

III

86.3

84.2

71.5

14.2

4,980

196.7

3,290

IV

86.4

84.8

68.5

19.3

4,985

198.8

3,245

V

84.7

83.4

65.7

21.8

4,975

194.5

3,275

Explanatory notes:
power at wheels - PWHEELS,
power loss - PLOSS,
maximum engine power - PM,
normal engine power - PNORM,
engine torque - TM,
engine revolutions - nM,
revolutions per minute - rpm.

power loss - PLOSS,
maximum engine power - PM,
normal
PNORMof, Automotive Engineering – Archiwum Motoryzacji Vol. 82, No. 4, 2018
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148 engine power
engine torque - TM,
engine revolutions - nM,
revolutions per minute - rpm.
Normal engine power is the engine output determined according to the particular technical
Normal
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[10].
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where:
atmospheric pressure
pressure on
where: p p atmospheric
on aatest
testbench
bench[mbar];
[mbar];
T
surroundings air temperature [°K].
T surroundings air temperature [°K].
Power loss PLOSS is the engine output recorded by a single roller bench once the maximum power at wheel
Power
lossexecuting
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engine
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once
maxireached
when
so called
slowdown
test [24].by
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when
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byfinal
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the total
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bench).
losses and rolling resistance values (power needs to be overcome in order to rotate spur
As can be seen, Table 3 summarizes increasing power loss values depending on a gear shift at the same eng
gears in gearbox system and final drive unit as well as spin the wheels on the roller bench).
revolutions. After all, this fact results in a less available engine power at the driving wheels periphery.
As
be seen, engine
Table 3power
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increasing
power
loss values
depending
gear
a) can
Maximum
at the driving
wheels
periphery
depending
on a on
caravelocity
shift at the same engine revolutions. After all, this fact results in a less available engine
Depending
andriving
increased
car velocity,
maximum engine power at the driving wheels periphery decreases. T
power atonthe
wheels
periphery.
kind of power is usable to overcome the driving resistances, i.e. aerodynamic resistance, climb resistance, e
[7, 25].
a)b) Maximum
engine
power
at the
driving
wheels periphery depending on a car velocity
Power loss
for each
gear
shift
engaged

ThisDepending
power is calculated
as a total
of mechanical
losses in
gearbox
system
andwheels
final drive mechani
on an increased
car value
velocity,
maximum engine
power
at the
driving
along
with
a
force
needed
to
overcome
a
wheel
rolling
resistance.
Undoubtedly,
power
loss depends on a
periphery decreases. This kind of power is usable to overcome the driving resistances,
velocity.
Testing
distinctions
in
power
loss
values
at
each
gear
shift
at
certain
moment
of
a car velocity may
i.e. aerodynamic resistance, climb resistance, etc.) [7, 25].
attractive testing option. Obviously, depending on increasing gear shift engaged, power loss in gearbox and fi
drive system decreases [24, 26, 27].

c) Power
Engine
power
usability
to overcome
b)
loss
for each
gear shift
engaged the driving resistances
Based on the dependence of engine power curves at individual gear shift engaged, the engine power value
This power is calculated as a total value of mechanical losses in gearbox system and fiovercome other aspects of driving resistances may be specified. After determining the value of power
nal drive mechanism along with a force needed to overcome a wheel rolling resistance.
overcome aerodynamic resistance PAIR (see Eq. 2) within entire car velocity range, remaining power values
Undoubtedly,
power
loss depends
ongear
a car
velocity.
Testing
distinctions
overcome
the driving
resistances
at each
shift
may be
specified
[12, 28]. in power loss values at each gear shift at certain moment of a car velocity may be attractive testing option.
Obviously, depending on increasing gear shift engaged, power loss in gearbox and final
drive system decreases [24, 26, 27].

c) Engine power usability to overcome the driving resistances
Based on the dependence of engine power curves at individual gear shift engaged, the
engine power value to overcome other aspects of driving resistances may be specified.
After determining the value of power to overcome aerodynamic resistance PAIR (see Eq. 2)
within entire car velocity range, remaining power values to overcome the driving resistances at each gear shift may be specified [12, 28].
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where:
𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 air density [kg.m-3-3];
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Fig. 3. Engine power curves of the tested car. Source: authors

Looking at the power curves, maximum car velocity under a given load [29], e.g. while traveling uphill, m
determined. Yellow curve specifies an inevitable engine power to overcome aerodynamic resistance and
resistance while traveling uphill with a 4.5° inclination, i.e. inclination of about 10% (PCL) [30].
Fig. 3. Engine power curves of the tested car. Source: authors

Car may get over those circumstances at 4th gear shift with a maximum velocity of about 125 km.h
maximum velocity on a flat surface may be specified from a curve PAIR (see Eq. 2) and engine power
driving wheels periphery of 5th gear shift. Volkswagen Golf 1.4 TSI maximum velocity determined und
at is
the
powerkm/h.
curves, maximum car velocity under a given load [29], e.g. while
kindLooking
of testing
192.65
traveling uphill, may be determined. Yellow curve specifies an inevitable engine power
to overcome aerodynamic resistance and climb resistance while traveling uphill with
a 4.5° inclination, i.e. inclination of about 10%4.
(PCLConclusion
) [30].
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The fuel economy of an automobile is the relationship between the distance traveled and the amount
consumed by a car. Consumption can be expressed in terms of volume of fuel to travel a distance, or the d
traveled per unit volume of fuel consumed. Since fuel consumption of cars is a significant factor in air pol
and since importation of motor fuel can be a large part of a nation's foreign trade, many countries i
requirements for fuel economy. Different methods are used to approximate the actual car engine powe
energy in fuel is required to overcome various losses (see previous chapters) encountered while propelling
and in providing power to vehicle systems such as ignition or air conditioning. Various strategies
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4. Conclusion
By optimizing engine combustion processes and catalysts installation, drivers and cars
producers may considerably minimize a production of several greenhouse gases components, however CO2 production cannot be eliminated by establishing any commonly
available device. One of suitable and commonly known possibilities to generally minimize
CO2 production is to adjust and regulate cars fuel consumption.
The fuel economy of an automobile is the relationship between the distance traveled and
the amount of fuel consumed by a car. Consumption can be expressed in terms of volume
of fuel to travel a distance, or the distance traveled per unit volume of fuel consumed.
Since fuel consumption of cars is a significant factor in air pollution, and since importation
of motor fuel can be a large part of a nation's foreign trade, many countries impose requirements for fuel economy. Different methods are used to approximate the actual car engine
power. The energy in fuel is required to overcome various losses (see previous chapters)
encountered while propelling a car, and in providing power to vehicle systems such as ignition or air conditioning. Various strategies can be employed to reduce losses at each of the
conversions between the chemical energy in the fuel and the kinetic energy of a car. Driver
behavior can affect fuel economy; maneuvers such as sudden acceleration and heavy
braking waste energy.
In regard to car fuel consumption itself, regulation may be provided by various methods, for
instance, by engine power efficiency enhancing, minimizing driving resistances, optimizing car routings (pick-up and delivery routes optimization), etc. During a car riding, driving
resistances influence car free movement negatively and try to interrupt it. As mentioned,
car engine needs to consume a certain volume of fuel in order to overcome this resistance.
Nevertheless, various types of resistance does not have constant values when different
traffic conditions; they vary depending on a driving style of the driver.
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